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Abstract 
In this paper, a new algorithm of simulated annealing is suggested. It is shown that this algo- 
rithm gives more rapid convergence than the usual algorithm. A logarithmic Sobolev incqualit> 
is also established. 0 1997 Elsevier Scicncc B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider a function U(x) E C3( IF!“, R) satisfying the following hypotheses: 
(HI) litn,,, _, X nr/(s)/lor/(.u)~’ -+ 0. 
(H2) There exists a sufficiently large R such that for any x~B(0, R)‘. Hess L~(.r)>,C’I, 
C > 0, where Hess U(x) denotes the Hessian matrix of u/(x ). 
Remark 1.1. Under the hypotheses (HI ) and (H2), we have IVU 1 -7 fx and L’~- ~- -Y 
as l.Yl - +;x, which implies ,rR,, exp{PzU(x)} d.u< + x, for any x>O (cf. .lacquot, 
1992, Appendix). 
Remark 1.2. For any c>O, let V(X) = lCl/(x)l’ - cali( if L’(.Y) satisfies the hy- 
potheses (HI) and (H2), then the level sets {.~t Pi. C’(.r) < I}, I F [O, +X ) arc 
compact. 
To achieve the global minima of L’(s), simulated annealing has been used. The 
procedure of the usual algorithm can be expressed with the following inhomogcncous 
Markov process: 
dI’, = -- CU(Y,)dt + ,/c(t)dB,. (1.1) 
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where s(t) is often called the temperature (see Chiang and Chow, 1988, 1989; Chiang 
et al., 1987; Geman and Hwang, 1987; Grillo, 1994; Holley et al., 1989; Holley and 
Stroock, 1988; Hwang and Sheu, 1990; Kirpatrick et al., 1983; for more thorough 
discussion of the procedure). 
Inherent in the simulated annealing procedure is a competition between two goals. On 
the one hand, we want to make e(t) tend to 0 as fast as possible, thereby concentrating 
the equilibrium measures as fast as possible near the minima of U(x). On the other 
hand, having the equilibrium measure concentrated near the minima of U(x) will do 
one no good unless the process at large time is close to equilibrium. By this insight 
of the simulated annealing, and the fact that the spectral gap of 
2: = ;d!l - VU(x). v (1.2) 
determines the speed of the process going to the equilibrium, one way to improve the 
bahavior of simulated annealing is to find a new procedure such that the equilibrium 
measures have very small change, but the spectral gaps become larger. Note that the 
spectral gaps are mainly determined by the “depth” of the local minima. In the fol- 
lowing, we will introduce a method to attain this goal by “leveling” U(x) above some 
value. 
Let MO = minxEn’, U(x). We consider a diffusion process XF generated by 
dX:: = ~ VU(X:') dt + Jf(( U(X:‘) - c)+) + E d&, (1.3) 
where B, is a @-valued Brownian motion, c >MO and f(x) E C*([O, +03), [0, +cQ)) 
is bounded, increasing, and satisfies 
.f(O)=O, f’(O)=0 and f”(O)=O. (H3) 
a+ g max(a, 0). Let M = max,E[o,+oo) f(x). Associated with XF, there is also the prob- 
abilistic semigroup P[ and the corresponding infinitesimal generator 
L” = i(f((U(x) - c)f) + &)A - VU(x) v. (1.4) 
Therefore, we can check that 
pc(dx) = 
1 2 
f((U(x) - c>+> + E exp f((u - c>+> + & d” 
(1.5) 
is the invariant measure of Markov process XF. Notice that 
1 
i/ 
U(s) 
z,: A 
2 
f((U(x) - c)f) + E exp - M” f((u - c)f) + & d” 1 
1 
d - exp 
{ 
- 2(U(x) -MO) <cx, 
c Mfs > 
by Remark 1.1, the invariant probability measure of XF is & L ( l/Z,)pL,:. 
Let (,> .); be the inner product in f,*([w”,&). 
for all 4, $ E C,-( I@), where (., .) stands for the inner product in KY’. Note that L’ IS ;I 
symmetric and non-positive operator on L,*([w”. & ), by the theory of Reed and Simon 
(cf. Reed and Simon, 1978; Simon, 1984), it is easy to prove that L’ is essentially 
self-adjoint under the hypotheses (HI) and (H2) and its self-adjoint extension L’ has 
0 as a simple, isolated eigenvalue with constants as eigenfunctions only. By Dcusche! 
and Stroock (1989) the size of the gap between 0 and the rest of the spectra 01‘ 
L,, is 
i_(i:) = inf{&‘,,($, 4): $E C,“(rW”) and var!,(cb) = I}. (1.7) 
where 
Among methods of analyzing the asymptotic behavior of ( 1.1), although the Hwang 
and Sheu (1990) approach is precise and requires very weak conditions for U(.r) as 
1.~1 ---$ K, it cannot be used to study the bahavior of (I. 1 ), since it is based on the large 
deviation theory of Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) which is not appropriate in our case, 
because .Yp is not a dynamic system. Fortunately, Halley et al. (1989) and Halley and 
Stroock (1988) have introduced an idea to analyze the spectral gap of ( I .2) directly 
and to achieve the final goal by comparing the asymptotic behavior of the measure of 
the process with the instantaneous equilibrium measure. 
In this paper, in the light of the idea of Holley et al. (1989) and Halley and Stroock 
(1988) we study the large time behavior of (1.3) as c replacing by a time-dependent 
function 6:(t). In Section 2, we give the weak convergence properties of ,& (d.\- ) as 
1: -v 0, and show that the difference between ,& and the invariant probability measure 
of ii tends to 0 as 1: 4 0, hence, similar results of Hwang (1980) can be obtained. 
Section 3 is devoted to estimate i_(i:) for small t:. We introduce a number m, F [O. +X ) 
(cf. (3.3)) described in terms of U(s) and c with the property that 
lim i: In i,(i:) = ~ PI,,. 
i -0 (1.8) 
which is an increasing function of L’, and lim,_,, M, is exactly the number 111 given 
in Grill0 ( 1994) Holley et al. (1989) and Jacquot (1992). Therefore, the spectral gap 
j.(c) of our model L’ is larger than that of L’. Then (1.8) is used in Section 4 to 
prove a homogeneous logarithmic Sobolev inequality (Halley and Stroock, 1988) ot 
the following form: 
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where 11 )12,c is th e norm of L2(&) and Q,(E) satisfies 
lim e In Qi (a) = 0. 
C++O 
In Section 5, we replace E with a time-dependent decreasing function a(t) = b/(log(t+ 
to)), and obtain an explicit bound of the probability of being away from the global 
minima of U(x) after a finite time t. Similar results have been obtained in Grill0 (1994) 
Holley et al. (1989) and Hwang and Sheu (1990) for the usual simulated annealing 
algorithms. Realizing that the annealing by using the usual algorithm (1.1) fails when 
b < m( = m,) while by the results of this section, we can find c such that m, <b <m, 
and our algorithm of annealing is still successful when a(t) = b/log(t + to) is used. 
Thus, we provide a new algorithm of annealing, which accelerates the concentrating 
speed of equilibrium measures, and is faster than the usual one, since b is smaller. Note 
that m, + 0 as c decreases to MO; our results are also able to construct algorithms by 
changing c instead of choosing proper b in the computation to avoid estimating m, 
which is actually impossible. 
2. Weak convergence properties of j, 
Proposition 2.1. Under (H2), {j&t:< l} is tight, und f ji, +j&, weukly, then ji, con- 
centrates on S, where S +% {.x E W’, U(x) = minytW, U(y)}. 
Proof. By (H2), we see that {x: U(x) <u} is compact, and for any a~(Ma, c) and 
a<]. we have 
,i,:{x: U(x) > u} 
1 =-J 1 ii 
I/(J) 2 
Z {C’(x)>a} f((U(x) - c>+> + 8 exp - .f((u - c>+> + c 
du dx 
MC, 1 
G (61;,,,.,,exp{-2(~~Ta)}dx) 
Hence, for any 6 > 0, there exists CO > 0 such that &{x: U(x) <u} 3 1 - 6 for any 
a<~. Thus, ,Eo concentrates on S. 0 
Comparing to db,(x) = l/.kr exp{ -2U(x)/a} dx, where 2,: = JW, exp{ -2U(x)/c} dx, 
we have 
Lemma 2.2. 
ff(k,, cl,. > = J ln  d/W) - iw” 4%(x) 44:(x) + 0 us E-0. 
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Proof. Noticing that 
$(-r) = 2(1.((U(l) - c)‘) + c)exp 
/. 
< 
2,: 
( f(( U(x) - c)-) + i:). 
2,: exp{2Mo/E} 
we have, for f: < I, 
0 e H(fi.3 D,.) G 
EZt: 
In 2,: exp{2Mo/E} 
d@,: + In”+l ~ db, - 0 i: , . 
as i: + 0, since the second term tends to zero by an argument similar to Proposition 
2.1 and 
< 1 +mexp{-(‘:-:‘il”)). 
Thus, we complete the proof. 0 
By this lemma and lifi,; ~ & IIs <4~‘2H(j&, ji,,), where 11 11,~ stands for the total 
variation (cf. Miclo, 1992), we can extend the results of Hwang (1980) to this case. 
3. Estimates of the spectral gap 
In this section, we give the estimates of spectral gap 2.(c) of (1.4). The way to 
estimate the upper bound is similar to that in Holley et al. (1989) with only necessary 
changes. To take care of the lower bound, we separate var{.(ll/) into two parts such that 
one part can be estimated by the idea given in Holley et al. (1989) for compact set 
and the another part is rather simple. Comparing to the splitting of three parts given 
in Jacquot (1992), our approach seems more direct. 
Let us describe the number tn, appearing in (1.8) first. To this end, we define 
H(x, ?I) ’ 2 ,,&/ max U(o(t)) ,q (‘, ‘>, O$t<l (3.1 ) 
Z(x, ~1) A H(.w, 4’) - 2U(x) A c, (3.2) 
where .dl,, ,. denotes the set of (I( E C(l0, I], Rd)) with f)(O) =x and H( 1) = ~3, and define 
mc h max{l(x,y),xEIWd,?,~S}. (3.3) 
In the following, without loss of generality, we assume that m, >O, since if m, :- 0. 
then there is no local minimum in { U(x)<c}\S. 
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By (H2) and Lemma A. 1, we can find l? such that for any z E B(0, y), there exists 
a convex function @x) with a(x) = U(x) for XEB(O,~)~. Let ~?=max{U(x),x~ 
B(0, I?)}, then we have E >l? + y satisfying {x E I@, U(x) d C?} C B(0, R - y). We claim 
u(y)Gu ,yfz, (y-z)+z ( ) (3.4) 
for any z E&O, r) and y EB(z, ii). In fact, if y E&O, A)’ f’B(z,E), then it is obvious 
by the convexity, and if y EB(O, k), then the fact B(O,i? ~ y) C B(z,R) implies 
where ir(y ~ z) + zI = I? - ‘/ with r > 0, and the second inequality still comes from the 
convexity. In the latter, let i? be chosen as above. Denote 
1 A max{IVU(x)l,xEB(O,R + r)}. (3.5) 
For any ~?~(0,e], denote A,: = {XE Rd,I(x~,x)<I(x~,y~) - 316). On {U(x)<c}, we 
can find two balls B(xo, 26) C A;i and B(yo, 2fi) C Ai; then the following upper-bound 
estimate can be obtained as in way of Holley et al. (1989). 
Lemma 3.1. Under the hypotheses (Hl) and (H2), there is B<+m such thut 
lb(&) < BZ,;E-~~-’ exp{-T}, EE (O,l,z). 
We now turn to the lower bound. For this, we need the following assumption about 
f’(x): 
(H4) There exists k > 2 such that limx_of(x)/xk + f03. 
And we give the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. Zf U(x) satis$es the hypotheses (Hl)-(H4), then there exist Q(e) and 
e. > 0 such that 
var,($) d C?(~)exp{~,l~}GX$, 4) 
for any E<FO und &rL2(dj&) nDom(&), where Q(6) satisfies 
hnin E In Q( r-:) = 0. 
Proof. Taking x0 such 
varl:(r$) = (4 J R" 
1 
-I’ 3 
that U(XO) = MO, we have 
- M)* d&(x) 
(4(x> - 4(y)>* d&(x) d&:(y) dz 
(3.6) 
+ .I’ J (4(x) - yXz,,‘dii;,(x)dz B(X,,.i.) B(ri,.R+l )’ 
‘Therefore, the lemma can be proven by estimating II and 12 given in the following 
lemmas separately. 0 
Proof. Define 
and r(t)~B(O,ii + 1) , 
L( i:, x) 4 inf 
ii 
. ” (i(t),l:(t))dt. r.tA(i:,x) . 
and 
L(i:)=sup{l(l:,x),xEB(O,R+ I)}. 
Notice that there exists a finite cover of B(0, R + 1) by balls {B(,q. c), I 6 k G N, }, 
where N; < (2( R + 1 )/E)~ and E E (0, 11. Denoting 
(3.‘) 
we have 
(3.X) 
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with 
A(&, 4) A sup {J;.(x) l,,, ~;)xB(x ;:)ML’) - #0~))~ dw dc> x E Wo>E + I)} 
(3.9) 
For any (4, yl) E B(0, E) x B(0, E), we give a connection from x + 5 to x0 + y along 
r(t)( ~A(c,x)) expressed by r(t, 4, II) = r(t) + (1 - t)< + tq. The similar method of 
Holley et al. (1989) and Jacquot (1992) leads to 
2 
d exp - 
{ (( 7 + U(x)) Ac+k-A40 11 (2-L(E) + 2) & 
I U(nLS,q))Ac 2du 
X JJ IV&UC ir, yl))12 exp - dt di’ dy. 0 B(O,F.)? ii Ml, ,f((u - c)+) + c 
(3.10) 
By condition (H4), for given b>O, there exists 60 >0 such that f(x) > bxk for any 
x<&. Note that 
2du 
f((u - c)+) + E 
if U(x)<c, 
if u(X)>G 
J 60 2du J do 2du 2 J 
+C-C du 
o f(u)+~’ o buk + E ‘Il-l..k o 
2lQ n 
1 + bu” El-ljk 
and 
(i 
U(J) 2du 
exp 
c+& f((u - c)+) + c 
<some constant ti 
for any x E B (O,j + 1) with U(x)>c. Therefore, (3.10) is less than 
2 
Mexp ; 1 (( 7 + U(s)) A c - h/r, + 18 + IiWk )> (2L(&) + 2) 
Taking 0 = r(t, 5, q) and [ = r for 0 < t < i, ( = q for i < t < 1, we see that the Jacobian 
of this transformation (5, q) --j (0, [) is bigger than 2-d. Then for (3.9), we have 
NE, 4) d -&L(E) + 1)k exp { 3 + 21+ $!$} WW~io,Crd-G (3.11) 
since 
2 
exp - 
i 
i: (( 
m, 
y + U(X)) A c - MO 
) .i’ 
L’(Y) 2du 
-- 1 
‘MI .I”(([( ~ L.Y) + i: ( 
1 if C/(x) > L’, 
< exp { $(c - U(x))} if‘ (’ ~ F < U(x) < c. 
exp{$} if U(s)<c - 9. 
Finally, noting that L(E) < CE~(‘~“) with constant C (see Holley et al., 1989 for the 
details of the proof), combining this with (3.8) and (3.11 ), and taking 
we obtain the lemma. ??
Proof. For any z E B(xo, c), 4 E COK(R’), we have 
(v$(t(-\- => + -)..u - 2) dt d/T,(x) 
< I lW(.v)12~(.~) d&(1;). f+ 
where the last inequality is obtained by using the Holder inequality, the transformation 
r,==t(.~ -2) f-_. f;(x) is defined in (3.7) and 
Hence, to arrive at the desired estimate, we only need to prove that F(J,) is bounded 
uniformly. By Lemma A.2 and (J. ~ z),:t + z t B(z,R)“. we see that for any 1’ ,: 
B(z. ET)“, F(y) is dominated by 
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1 
= 21y - zld-’ exp i ’ l~-z12}~~~~‘exp{-2(~i)}U(1-1)/2d, 2(M + &) 
Iv-t& 
+- 
c as lyl ----t + m. 
BY (3.4) and U((&lY - zl)(y - z) + z)< U((Y - z)/t + z) for y ~B(z,tl?)c and 
Lemma A.2, for any y E B(z, R), we have 
F(Y) G ~ J 
’ ly _ z12 exp _ 
0 
tdi2 {J U(b-zW+z) 2du u(lli~/iy-r~(J~-z)+z) f((u - c>+> + E b,z,r~~(~)dt 
d J ’ IY --212 ~e*Pj2(M(fi) (v-1’)) dt 
= lP-z12exp(2(~+~)~2~~‘~~dexp~-~~~~z~~~2~d~<~,< +oo. 
Thus, there exists c > 0 such that F(y) < c. Then the lemma is achieved by the fact that 
Com(Rd) is both dense in Dom(&c) with &6-norm and dense in L2(d&) with L2-norm 
(cf. Fukushima, 1980). 0 
Noting that Z, 3 exp{ - I} sB(XO,Ej dx, where x0 is chosen so that U(XO) =Mo and 
combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have completed the proof of the following: 
Theorem 3.5. Under the hypotheses (Hl)-(H4), it holds 
fi$ E In i(a) = - m,, 
where m, is dejined as in (3.3). 
4. Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities 
The aim of this section is to prove that under hypotheses (Hl)-(H4) and 
f(x)=M as 1x1 >G. 
a family of logarithmic Sobolev inequalities of the following form 
(3.12) 
(H5) 
(4.1) 
holds for all a>0 and suitable functions A(E) and B(E), which describe the speed of 
the process tending to the equilibrium a little more accurate than results in Section 
3, and it also plays an important role for the inhomogeneous case, i.e. the case of E 
depending on t in Section 5. Since there is no similar Sobolev inequality playing the 
role in Grill0 (1994) Holley et al. (1989) and Holley and Stroock (1988) we adopt 
an approach of deducing (4.1) by using the result of Bakry and Emery (cf. Bakry 
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and Emery, 1985; Deuschel and Stroock, 1989). A similar approach has been used by 
Jacquot and Royer for the infinite-dimensional case (cf. Jacquot and Royer, 1995). 
Lemma 4.1. Under hypotheses (H2)-(H5), f or uny 0 CC < 1, there exists u ,fUtwtiorl 
V”(x) and sujficiently large constunt R such thut 
(1) P(x)= ,[:,“‘(2du/f((u - c)+) + i:) -t ln(f’((U(x) - c)- ) + a) !f 1.~1 >,l?. 
(2) Hess V’,(x) > C‘I . . ’ ,lli I 
Proof. Let 
J 
.C’(r I 
Cl = 2du 
i!,f,] .f((u - c)+) + 8 
For any < E KY’, by hypotheses 
x E B(0, !?)‘. there are 
7P 
+ In(J‘(( U(x) ~ c)’ ) + c). 
(H2) and (H.5) there exists R such that for anv 
Then the lemma is obtained by making use of Lemma A. 1. C 
Now, we consider the process generated by the following generator: 
L, = ;( n ~ OVA). 
For any $ E C,y(rW”), note the fact that there exist constants Ct, C: such that i 
where dv,,(x) = $ exp{ - V”(x)} dx, 2,: is the normalizing 
Theorems 6. I .I4 and 6.2.42 of Deuschel and Stroock (1989) 
ing lemma: 
Lemma 4.2. For uny C#I E L”(dj,:) f‘l Dom(e,:), there is 
constant. Then by 
we have the follow- 
Let 
s U:(t) w$(x) 2 V”(x) ~ 2du MO f((u _ c)+)+ - Jn(f((U(x) - c)+) + i:) 
Lemma 4.3. Under hypotheses (H2)- (H5), ,fiv un~’ 0 < i: < 1 und $I c L”( dF, ) (~1 
Dom(&,:), it ho& thut 
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Proof. For any 4 E L”(d&) n Dom(b,), let 
$(X)=+)exp{iK(x)}. 
By Lemma 4.2 we have 
- ;4U:+ J ( [w” &(~oIv-(v(v”- R),o,l;)))$‘dii,:. 
By the construction of V’:(x) (cf. the proof of Lemma A. I), we see that there exist 
~1, ~2, a3 such that 
f 4lK+ &(2aq: - (V(V’: - K), VK)) + In 2 d 5 + T + ~3. 
II I 1. 
Thus, the proof of the lemma is complete. 0 
Now we have: 
Theorem 4.4. Under the hypotheses (H2)-(H5), let Q(E), m, be us in Lemma 3.2, 
then there exists Q,(E) such that 
fiw uny C#I E L”(d&) f’ D[G,], 0 <a < 1, und 
limslnQt(l;)=O. 
i:-0 
Proof. Lemmas 4.3 and 3.2 imply that 
< J (4 - (4))’ ln 4% + 2114 - kbhll;,i: R” 
(4.2) 
where the first inequality is due to Deuschel (cf. Holley and Stroock, 1988). Noticing 
that C/(M + 1) <A exp{m,/a} f or some A, and taking Q,(E) = A + (2 + B(a))Q(c), we 
complete the theorem. 0 
5. Inhomogeneous case 
In this section, we consider the processes generated by the following equation: 
dY,=-VU(Y,)dt+ v’,f.o-~~)+)+r:(t)dB,, (5.1 I 
where f:(t) = h,: In(t + to), b, to are sufficiently large constants. 
The conclusion of Theorem 4.4 is precisely of the form required in Halley et al 
( 1989) Halley and Stroock (1988) and Grille (1994). Therefore, the aim of this section 
is to use the large deviation method originally introduced in Holley and Stroock ( 19X8 ) 
to estimate the LY(“(d~l,C1j)- norm of the Radon-Nikodym derivative ,f; for a suitable 
function q(t). Since U(x) is not bounded above in our case, we replace Lemma 3.3 
of Halley and Stroock (I 988) with a weaker form which does not influence the final 
results; one will see Lemma 5.4 below. 
For simplification, we use the following notation: For / 20. /I. I/ ,,,f is the I,“-norm m 
the space L” (dfi,:,,,), (,f’)[ is the integral of ,f with respect to p,(,,, d, = rS,,,,,. ii, = /I,,~,. 
ii, z= fi,,,,, Z, = ZI:(,) and L, = L;crj. 
Let 1;) E CC;L(djO) k with j,,! .f;, d& = 1, and set ,f; = (d(m&,))/dfl,, where d/n,, : 
.f;) d&, 
2du I 
(.f‘((u - cl+) + r:(f))* .f‘((U(x) - L.)+) + E(l) 
(5.2) 
Proof. It can be established by a similar way as in Halley and Stroock (1988). I_ I 
Let V(t) be a C’-positive function such that q(t) 22 for all t 20. Note that for any 
D C! ~d( Rd). if ,fi E LY(‘)(d&), then 
(5.3) 
Thus, we only need to show that /lj‘llyCt),t can be bounded by a constant. First. let us 
consider the solution ,f: of the equation 
df;’ 
dt - 
L,,f;” + (E(t)>* -((r/, - (c/,),1 A F)>.f;‘. h(l + lo> 
.f;;(x) = .fd-x). 
(5.4) 
Set ~,.(t.x) = ~ ((c(t))2/b(t + to))(( U, ~ (Cl,),) A r), we have the following lemma: 
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Lemma 5.2. Under the hypotheses (HI)-(H5), lve have that 
and f: is increasing to ft as r + +CG. 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
By Lemma 5.2, we see that 
llflll~llfolle~P{~r(~ - In,t:,,)} 
and f:(x) E Dom(&,), since fo ??Dom(&,,:(o)). Using Lemma 5.1 above and adopting 
the way of Holley and Stroock (1988), we have: 
Lemma 5.3. For the q(t) above, under the hypotheses (Hl)-(H5) the following esti- 
mate holds: 
In order to estimate the last integral on the right-hand side of (5.5), we need the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 5.4. Under hypotheses (Hl)-(H5), let cp E L’(dji,)’ satisfy JR<, cp d& = 1 
and 
1.I (s, - (&J&d& < + co. R” 
Then there exist p, p > 0 such that the following estimate holds: 
where 
2 
SC A 
f((Wx)CC)+)+E - 
2c2 du 
(f ((u - c)+) + e)2. 
Proof. Let i, be a function such that exp(,‘.) E L’(dj, ). The inequality of relative en- 
tropy (cf. Deuschel and Stroock, 1989) considered with ,rJ and qd,C,, $ = cxp(i.). 
takes the form of 
I q In cp dii; 3 .i’ cpi. d& - In .i exp(i.) di, . R” R” R” 
Setting i =~x*(S, - (.Ql:) and p< 1,‘2(c + 1 - A40) A 1!4(M + 1) we have 
Now, we only need to check that there exists a constant /j such that 
In 
J 
exp(pr:‘(S,, - (&),.)) d& </~IIF~. 
n,: 
(5.6) 
Noticing that r:2.!(,f((U(x)-c)f)+c)~r: and exp{s}< I +s+s2 for any /sl < I. we have 
i’ 1 
4 
exp 
( 
/X4 
* R” .f((u(x)p~ cy ) + i: - .f’(( U(x) - 44 ) + I: I >I dl-ct, 
<I +/Iv 
. Iw” .f’((U(x) ;mYG - i( l ,f(( U(x) ” C.)f ) + i: ( )I dji; 
< I + 4pV. 
Moreover, taking 3, = llI(*) 2~* du/(f’((tl - c)+ ) + r:)‘, and ii <c - MO, we have 
I (I:(r)2,,L.+l} exp {P&(X)} dP,: 
<texp 2p(c+ 1 -AJo) ~ i(C--:Mo)+ F 
’ { ,I 
< b exp 
1 
2(c -MO - 6) 
1: I 
= o(c4). 
I: 
(5.7) 
where /It = [j0 exp{2p(c + 1 - Ma)}, with flo as a constant independent of C. Then by 
(5.7) it implies 
exp{&($ ~ ($)C)} d& 
exp{ ps2it.} d/i<, + o( i:J ) 
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< 1 + E4 + o(2), 
since s{u(x)4c+l) p& d& 6 1 and exp{s} d 1 + s + s2 for any IsI < 1. Thus, there exists 
p such that for any F < 1, (5.6) holds. 0 
Lemma 5.5. Set e(t)=b/ln(t + to), b>m,, and q(t)=(t + ~o)‘~~J*. Then 
SUP llfl19~t~,t G Ilf0119(0),0 exp 
tao 
where m, is given in (3.3), and p is given in Lemma 5.4. 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and Theorem 4.4, we can derive for any r >O, t 20, 
Ilf rlI f m,t d llfollq(o),o exp bB { J o- (t + to)$(t + to)} ==P {g} llf&0~~0. 
Then the required inequality is deduced by using Lemma 5.2 and L&vi’s convergence 
theorem. 0 
We combine (5.3) and Lemma 5.5 in the following final result: 
Theorem 5.6. Under the hypotheses (Hl)-(H5), set s(t) = b/ln(t + to), b > m,, for to 
su#iciently Iurge. If fo is the density of the initial distribution with respect to d,ii,(,), 
then 
f-{U(Yt) B MO + h} 
@{x: U(x)3Mo + fi})‘-‘iQ+to)‘-“” b, (5.8) 
where lifolluco~,o is the norm of fo in L9(0)(dji,(0j),P is gitien in Lemma 5.4. 
Remark 5.1. Since /I,& - &lls + 0 (Lemma 2.2) and there exists c such that m, cm, 
for this c, we can choose b <m such that m,lb = m/b’ < 1, where b’/ln(t + to) is the 
e(t) appearing in the usual annealing. Compared with the similar result given by Grill0 
(1994), Holley et al. (1989) and Holley and Stroock (1988), the right-hand side of 
(5.8) will decrease faster, because b/ln(t + to) decreases faster than b’/ln(t + to). Note 
that the usual annealing will fail when b’<m, thus, we have obtained an improved 
annealing algorithm. 
Remark 5.2. By the fact that there is a control parameter c in m,, in real computation, 
we can start with a sufficiently small b and decrease c to satisfy m, <b. To do this, one 
can adapt the following procedure: first, for any initial x0, let c = U(x’), if the process 
is trapped in a local minimum x, then change c = U(x) and repeat this procedure. In 
this way, we can always expect to obtain a constant c such that m, <b. 
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Appendix A 
Lemma A.l. I/’ thrrr exists R such thut U(s) srrtisfirs Hess U(x)3C1 ,/i)r tl/z~‘ 
.r t B(0, R)‘, then NY can jind k > R such that for UIZJ’ z E B( 0, y), thrre e.~i.rt.s LI ,firrzc - 
tim 6’,(s) sutisjjirug Hess i?,(x) 3 ;CI jtir all .Y and fii,(x) = U(x) ,fiv .Y t B(0. R)‘. 
Proof. Let ?’ = max{ U(x), x E B(0, R)} and A, fi {X E R’, U(x) <: I!}. Define 
~+~+(Li(~)-i;)~-_(U(x)-_)~ ifsEAc_,nAF.,. 
i;+; if x t A?. 
Choosing l? such that A?+, c B(O,k), we can find a UZ~(.Y) such that 
U,(x)= 
I 
U(-u 1 if x t A’: (tl’ 
$(1,x - 212 - (I? + ;:)2) -. 1, 
c&(x) = o 1, 1-X ~ z/ <I? + ;‘, 1-Y -- z1 3ri + i’ + ;“. 
Picking up a suitable y’ such that Hess QZ(x) 3 ~ AC1 and letting cl;(x) = 1/‘1 (x) + 
U2/!,(x) and i? = ?? + 2~ + y’, we obtain the lemma. b 
Lemma A.2. Undu the samt~ condition qf’ Lernmu A. 1, w hm 
C(t’ - 1) 
U(t(x-z)+z)-U(x)& 4 __~ lx - 217 
,fi)r un!x s t B(z, k)c und t > 1 
Proof. Using 
u(t(.x-=)+3)--(x)= f(oU(r(x~z),z),x--jdr, 1 
and by Lemma A. 1, we see that Vl/(~(.r -z) + z) = Ve(v(x -2) + z). where ii is 
C?I(.~) in Lemma A. 1. On the other hand, 
So we have 
(VU(Q - z) + z),x - z) 
=.i 
I 
(x ~ z) Hess V(s(x - 
0 
z) + z>(.x z)ds+r -zI’ 
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The lemma is then proven. 0 
To prove Lemma 5.2, we also need the following lemma: 
Lemma A.3. Under hypothesis (H2), there exist constant Cl and C, such that 
U(x)< c, ~ou(x>~2 + c,. 
Proof. Let t, AC be the same as in Lemma A. 1. Then for any x E AC, there exists 
Y(X) < 1 such that T(X)X E dA,, which implies 
U(x)-C= ~~r,iVU(=),~~) ds< 1x1 l(:, lVU(=)l ds. 
By the convexity of U(x), we have JVU(sx)l d IVU(x)l, s< 1 and (VU(x)/ 3CrIxI. 
The lemma is then verified. 0 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The first part holds by Feymann-Kac theory, since the time- 
dependent potential term is bounded below (cf. Carmona and Lacroix, 1990; Davies 
and Simon, 1984; Frigerio and Grillo, 1991). To prove the second part, let us in- 
troduce some notations first. Set @((x) = exp - J$r’ f((u_$t)+E,tj 
> 
, g,(x) = ftQt(x) 
and g:(x) = f[at(x). 
By Lemma 5.1 and (5.4) we have 
dgt (J 
U(X) 
dt = @,Wt(gt@,‘(x)) + 
e’(t) du 
MO u ((u - cl+> + @))2 
= f((W) - cl+) + e(t) 
2 &t - V(t,x)g,, 
where 
V(t,x) = 1 + f’((U(x) - c)+) pu(x)~2 _ *qx> 
f((U(x) - cl+) + E(f) 
s”(t) (J 
U(x 1 du 
+p 
Wt + to) MO (f ((u - cl+> + 4w2 
with U, giving in (5.2). 
Correspondingly, we have 
dg; f((U(x> - cl+> + 4t) -= 
dt 2 47: - V,(t,x)g:, 
where 
ut,x> = 1 + f’((U(x) - c)+) IOU(x)12 _ nU(x) 
f((U(x> -cl+) + E(t) 
E2(t) (i U(x) du +p Wt + to> MO (f ((u - c)+) + a(t))* -(Ut--_Ut),)Ar 
By hypotheses (HI)-(H5) and Lemma ,4.3, we can choose a sufficient large lo such 
that for any t > to, V(t,x) ---f +cq as 1x1 --i +cc. Hence, by Feymann-Kac Theory for a 
time-dependent potential bounded below, one can check that 
and 
where tr), is the process generated by dw, = f’((U(cu,) - c)+) + c(t)dB,. Clearly, ~1: 
is increasing to <lr, as r + CC. Note that QI(x) >O. Therefore, we have completed the 
proof. 0 
Appendix B 
In Fabian (1997) for a very simple function, some simulated results about simulated 
annealing algorithms are given. Although, it is not the advantage of the annealing 
algorithm to deal with a simple function, as a comparison with the usual method, we 
apply our method to the same function of Fabian (1997) and do our simulation under 
the following procedure: 
.~,,+I =x, ~ log(z 2yxfl) 
‘li1,,(%312) ( (5 arctan( U(x,) ~ c))+ + O.l w. log(n + 2) > ‘? 
Similar to Fabian (1997) x0 is chosen as xb = ~ 1, i = I,. , d, and at the beginning, 
we take c = 0 if x,, is trapped at a minimum, then we change c by c’ = C/(x,,). But we 
limit ourselves not to change c more than d - I times. Here we have simulated 500 
replicas, and have estimated the squared deviation of the global minimum: E(s,, I )? 
with n = 10 000. The simulated results are shown in Table 1. 
Table I 
d 1 2 3 4 5 
U 2.23 4.45 6.68 x.90 II.13 
M 6.61 x lO-2 3.108 x 1O--3 4.162 x IO- 3 0.3947 9.21 
Note: The U-row stands for the mean-squared deviation of using 
the usual algorithm in Table 10 in Fabian (1997) and the M- 
row is the corresponding mean-squared deviation of using our 
method. 
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